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Abstrat
Holzer and Holzer [HH04℄ proved that the Tantrix
TM
rotation puzzle problem is
NP-omplete. They also showed that for innite rotation puzzles, this problem beomes
undeidable. We study the ounting version and the unique version of this problem. We
prove that the satisability problem parsimoniously redues to the Tantrix
TM
rotation
puzzle problem. In partiular, this redution preserves the uniqueness of the solution,
whih implies that the unique Tantrix
TM
rotation puzzle problem is as hard as the
unique satisability problem, and so is DP-omplete under polynomial-time random-
ized redutions, where DP is the seond level of the boolean hierarhy over NP.
Key words: omputational omplexity, rotation puzzle, tiling of the plane, parsimo-
nious redution, ounting problem.
1 Introdution
Tantrix
TM
is a puzzle game played with hexagonal tiles rmly arranged in the plane that
eah an be rotated around their axes. There are four dierent types of tiles (alled Sint,
Brid, Chin, and Rond, see Figure 1) that dier by the form of the three olored lines they
eah have, where the olors are hosen among red, yellow, blue, and green. The objetive
of the game is to nd a rotation of the given tiles so as to reate long lines and loops of
the same olor. Sine its invention in 1991 by Mike MManaway from New Zealand and
its ommerial launh, the Tantrix
TM
rotation puzzle has beome extremely popular and
ommerially suessful.
∗
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Holzer and Holzer [HH04℄ onsidered two variants of the Tantrix
TM
rotation puzzle
problem, one with nitely many and one with innitely many tiles in a given problem
instane. They proved that the nite variant of this problem is NP-omplete by reduing
the NP-omplete boolean iruit satisability problem (restrited to iruits with AND
and NOT gates only) to it. They also showed that the innite variant of the Tantrix
TM
rotation puzzle problem is undeidable, again employing a iruit onstrution. For other
results on the omplexity of problems related to Domino-like strategy games, we refer to
Grädel [Grä90℄.
We onsider two variants of the nite Tantrix
TM
rotation puzzle problem, its ounting
version and its unique version. The ounting problem asks for the number of solutions
of a given rotation puzzle instane. The unique problem asks whether a given rotation
puzzle instane has exatly one solution. Our main result is that the satisability problem
parsimoniously redues to the Tantrix
TM
rotation puzzle problem.
The lass #P was introdued by Valiant [Val79℄ to apture the omplexity of ounting
the solutions of NP problems. Parsimonious redutions between NP ounting problems
suh as ourspreserve the preise number of solutions. This is an important property for at
least two reasons. First, the struture of the solution spae is preserved by a parsimonious
redution from A to B, sine solutions of A are mapped bijetively to solutions of B in
polynomial time. Seond, parsimonious redutions an be used to prove lower bounds for the
unique versions of NP problems. In partiular, we apply our above-mentioned parsimonious
redution to prove that the unique Tantrix
TM
rotation puzzle problem is DP-omplete under
polynomial-time randomized redutions in the sense of Valiant and Vazirani [VV86℄. Here,
DP is the set of dierenes of any two NP sets [PY84℄; so NP ⊆ DP, and it is onsidered most
unlikely that both lasses are equal. Note that DP is the seond level of the boolean hierarhy
over NP, see Cai et al. [CGH
+
88, CGH
+
89℄. Further results on DP and ompletenes in the
boolean hierarhy over NP an be found, e.g., in [CM87, Rot03℄, see also the survey [RR06℄.
While many standard redutions between NP-omplete problems are easily seen to be
parsimonious, there are a number of exeptions. For example, Barbanhon [Bar04℄ showed
that the (planar) satisability problem is parsimoniously polynomial-time reduible to the
(planar) 3-olorability problem via a rather sophistiated onstrution. Other examples of
nontrivial parsimonious redutions an be found in [Pap94℄. Holzer and Holzer's redution,
however, is not parsimonious [HH04℄. The main purpose of this paper is to show how to
modify their redution so as to make it parsimonious.
We mention in passing that this paper diers from its preliminary version [BR07℄ in
various ways. First, to allow omparison, we here expliitly show the dierenes between
Holzer and Holzer's original onstrution [HH04℄ and our modied onstrution by (a) pre-
senting their subpuzzles (marked so as to learly indiate the tiles that require modiation
if one aims at a parsimonious redution), and (b) highlighting all modied or additionally
inserted tiles in our subpuzzles. Seond, unlike the redutions given in [HH04, BR07℄, in
the redution presented here we introdue a new subpuzzle for simulating wire rossings
in boolean iruits. This new subpuzzle, whih we all CROSS, will save us the eort of
transforming general boolean iruits into planar boolean iruits (i.e., into iruits without
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wire rossings). Hene, the redution provided in the present papers is more eient and the
total number of tiles needed to simulate a given iruit is onsiderably smaller than in our
previous onstrution [BR07℄. Finally, to prove orretness of our redution, we nowunlike
the approah taken in [BR07℄argue via olor sequenes of tiles, whih failitates reading
and understanding the arguments.
This paper is organized as follows. In Setion 2, we dene some omplexity-theoreti
notions and our variants of the Tantrix
TM
rotation puzzle problem. In Setion 3, we present
our parsimonious redution. In Setion 4, nally, we study the unique version of this problem
and show its DP-ompleteness under randomized redutions.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Denition of Some Complexity-Theoreti Notions
Fix the alphabet Σ = {0, 1}, and let Σ∗ denote the set of strings over Σ. As is ommon,
deision problems are suitably enoded as languages over Σ. For any language A ⊆ Σ∗,
let ‖A‖ denote the number of elements in A. For some bakground on omputational om-
plexity theory, we refer to any standard textbook of this eld, e.g., [Pap94, Rot05℄. Let NP
denote the lass of problems solvable in nondeterministi polynomial time. Generalizing NP,
Papadimitriou and Yannakakis [PY84℄ introdued the lass DP = {A − B | A,B ∈ NP} to
apture the omplexity of NP-hard or oNP-hard problems that seemingly are neither in NP
nor in oNP. In partiular, they showed that DP ontains a number of uniqueness problems,
ritial graph problems, and exat optimization problems, and they showed some of these
problems omplete for DP; see also the reent survey [RR06℄. DP was later generalized by
Cai et al. [CGH
+
88, CGH
+
89℄, who introdued the boolean hierarhy over NP. Note that
DP is the seond level of this hierarhy.
In his seminal paper, Valiant [Val79℄ initiated the study of ounting problems and in-
trodued the important ounting lass #P. Members of #P are referred to as NP ounting
problems. A well-known NP ounting problem is #SAT, the ounting version of the satis-
ability problem: Given a boolean formula, how many satisfying assignments does it have?
Denition 2.1 (Valiant [Val79℄) Let NPTM be a shorthand for nondeterministi
polynomial-time Turing mahine. For any NPTM M and any input x, let accM (x) de-
note the number of aepting omputation paths of M(x), i.e., accM is a funtion mapping
from Σ∗ to N. Dene the funtion lass #P = {accM | M is an NPTM}.
We now dene the notion of (polynomial-time) parsimonious reduibility, whih will be
used to ompare the hardness of solving NP ounting problems. Intuitively, an NP ounting
problem f parsimoniously redues to an NP ounting problem g if the instanes of f an be
transformed into instanes of g suh that the number of solutions of f are preserved under
this transformation.
Denition 2.2 Let f and g be any two given ounting problems mapping from Σ∗ to N. We
say f (polynomial-time) parsimoniously redues to g (denoted by f ≤ppar g) if there exists a
3
(a) Sint (b) Brid () Chin (d) Rond
(e) red (f) yellow (g) blue (h) green
Figure 1: Tantrix
TM
tiles and olors
polynomial-time omputable funtion ρ suh that for eah x ∈ Σ∗, f(x) = g(ρ(x)). If F and
G are the NP deision problems orresponding to the NP ounting problems f and g with
f ≤ppar g, we will also say that F parsimoniously redues to G.
2.2 Variants of the Tantrix
TM
Rotation Puzzle Problem
The Tantrix
TM
rotation puzzle has four kinds of hexagonal tilesthe Sint, the Brid, the
Chin, and the Rondeah of whih has three olored lines, where the olors are hosen
among red, yellow, blue, and green, see Figure 1(a)(d). This gives a total of 56 dierent
tiles. Sine we aren't using atually olored gures, we enode the olors as shown in
Figure 1(e)(h).
Holzer and Holzer [HH04℄ showed that the deision problem Tantrix
TM
rotation puzzle
(whih we denote by TRP, for short) is NP-omplete. In this paper, we introdue and
study #TRP, the ounting version of TRP.
We now briey desribe the formalism introdued by Holzer and Holzer [HH04℄ to de-
ne TRP, sine the same formalism is useful for dening #TRP. In partiular, to represent
the instanes of both these problems, a two-dimensional hexagonal oordinate system is
used, see Figure 2. In this system, two distint pairs a = (u,w) and b = (v, x) from Z2 are
adjaent if and only if one of the following four onditions is satised:
1. u = v and |w − x| = 1,
2. |u− v| = 1 and w = x,
3. u− v = 1 and w − x = 1, and
4. u− v = −1 and w − x = −1.
Let T be the set of all TantrixTM tiles. Let A be a (partial) funtion mapping the
elements of Z
2
to T , i.e., for those v ∈ Z2 on whih A is dened, A(v) is the type of the
tile loated at v. The set shape(A) = {v ∈ Z2 | A(v) is dened} gives the positions in Z2 at
whih tiles are plaed. For all a, b ∈ shape(A), A(a) is adjaent to A(b) if and only if a is
adjaent to b.
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xy
(1, 1)
(0, 0)
(−1,−1)
(1, 0)(0, 1)
(−1, 0) (0,−1)
Figure 2: A two-dimensional hexagonal oordinate system
TRP is then dened as follows (note that the initial orientation is not speied, as it
doesn't matter for the question of whether the deision problem TRP is solvable) [HH04℄:
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Name: Tantrix
TM
Rotation Puzzle (TRP, for short).
Given: A nite shape funtion A : Z2 → T , appropriately enoded as a string.
Question: Is the rotation puzzle dened by A solvable, i.e., does there exist a rotation of
the given tiles at their positions suh that at eah joint edge of two adjaent tiles the
orresponding olors math?
For any given TRP instane A, a solution of A is a speiation (in some appropriate
enoding) of eah tile in shape(A) in some partiular orientation suh that for eah joint
edge of two adjaent tiles the orresponding olors math. Figure 3 gives an example of
a rotation puzzle instane and its solution. Let Sol
TRP
(A) denote the set of solutions of
a given TRP instane A. So A is in TRP (viewed as a language) if and only if the set
Sol
TRP
(A) is nonempty.
(a) Puzzle (b) Solution
Figure 3: An example of a TRP instane and its solution
1
As noted by Holzer and Holzer [HH04℄, there is a dierene between their denition of TRP, whih
allows holes in TRP instanes, and the original Tantrix
TM
game, whih does not allow holes. The problem
of whether the analog of TRP without holes still is NP-omplete is open.
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We now dene the ounting version and the unique version of TRP, whih will be on-
sidered in Setions 3 and 4.
Denition 2.3 1. The Tantrix
TM
rotation puzzle ounting problem is the funtion
#TRP : Σ∗ → N dened by
#TRP(A) = ‖Sol
TRP
(A)‖,
where we assume that inputs A are appropriately enoded as strings in Σ∗ and funtion
values are nonnegative integers (represented in binary).
2. The unique Tantrix
TM
rotation puzzle problem is dened by
Unique-TRP = {A |#TRP(A) = 1}.
3 Satisability Parsimoniously Redues to the Tantrix
TM
Ro-
tation Puzzle Problem
Our main result is Theorem 3.1 the proof of whih will be presented in Setions 3.1
through 3.4.
Theorem 3.1 #SAT ≤ppar #TRP.
To prove TRP NP-omplete, Holzer and Holzer [HH04℄ gave a redution from the NP-
omplete problem Ciruit∧,¬-SAT (see Cook [Coo71℄), whih is dened as follows.
Name: Ciruit∧,¬-SAT.
Given: A boolean iruit C with AND and NOT gates.
Question: Does there exist a truth assignment to the input gates of C suh that C under
this assignment evaluates to true?
Holzer and Holzer's onstrution simulates the omputation of suh a boolean iruit C
by a Tantrix
TM
rotation puzzle suh that C evaluates to true for some assignment to its
variables if and only if the puzzle has a solution.
Our denition of boolean iruits follows Holzer and Holzer [HH04℄, who view a boolean
iruit C with input variables x1, x2, . . . , xn as a sequene (α1, α2, . . . , αm) of steps suh that
the ith instrution αi has one of the following forms:
1. for eah i with 1 ≤ i ≤ n, αi = xi,
2. for eah i with n+1 ≤ i ≤ m, either αi = AND(j, k) or αi = NOT(j), where j ≤ k < i.
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Depending on the truth values of the input variables the output gate evaluates to true or
false in the standard way.
In general, iruits an ontain any number of wire rossings, whih annot easily be
realized by Tantrix
TM
subpuzzles. To build a iruit ontaining only rossings of two neigh-
boring wires, Holzer and Holzer follow Goldshlager's proedure [Gol77℄: If αi = AND(j, k),
move wire j immediately to the left of k, put an AND gate in for αi, move wire j bak to
its starting point, and nally move wire i to the far right. The ases of instrution αi being
either NOT(j) or xi are treated in a similar way. Figure 4 shows a part of a iruit with
wire rossings, whih omputes α4 = AND(1, 3). Obviously, there are only rossings of two
diretly adjaent wires. Note that this transformation from general to almost planar iruits
an be done in deterministi logarithmi spae.
21
31
1
1
2
2
AND
3
3
421
2 3 4
3
1 2 3
Figure 4: Example of a iruit following Goldshlager's transformation [Gol77℄
Now, to build a Tantrix
TM
Rotation Puzzle that simulates suh a iruit, Holzer and
Holzer use a truly planar ross-over gadget that was proposed by MColl [MC81℄. M-
Coll's iruit gadget uses boolean AND and NOT gates to simulate the rossings of any
two adjaent wires. Eah suh ross-over gadget needs a total of 14 instrution steps
and involves twelve AND and nine NOT gates. Sine many rossings an our in the
originally given iruit, this may lead to a onsiderable (albeit still polynomial) blow-up of
the Tantrix
TM
puzzle onstruted in our redution. That is why we propose, as a more
eient alternative to the redution presented in our previous paper [BR07℄, to simulate
these ross-overs diretly via a new Tantrix
TM
subpuzzle, the CROSS subpuzzle presented
in Figure 11. Unlike the redutions given in [HH04, BR07℄, via suh CROSS subpuzzles
our redution doesn't need the transformation from general to planar iruits that requires
many additional gates and instrution steps aused by wire rossings.
Furthermore, our onstrution will modify Holzer and Holzer's redution [HH04℄ in
suh a way that there is a one-to-one orrespondene between the solutions of the given
Ciruit∧,¬-SAT instane and the solutions of the resulting rotation puzzle instane; hene
7
our redution is parsimonious.
To simulate the iruit by a rotation puzzle, a number of subpuzzles are used. The olor
blue in these subpuzzles will represent the truth value true, and the olor red will represent
false. This olor enoding at the inputs and outputs of the subpuzzles thus represent the
truth values of the iruit's gates and wires.
In the following setions, we present our modied subpuzzles and, to allow omparison,
we also present Holzer and Holzer's subpuzzles [HH04℄. To indiate the dierenes between
their original and our modied subpuzzles, tiles with more than one possible solution in the
original subpuzzles will have a grey instead of a blak border, and we highlight all modied
tiles in our new subpuzzles by a grey instead of a white bakground (unless stated otherwise).
Another dierene between our proof here and the proofs of Holzer and Holzer [HH04℄
and a preliminary version of this paper [BR07℄ regards the analysis of the subpuzzles. In
partiular, we will here fous on the olor sequenes of the various Tantrix
TM
tiles. This will
allow us to give the arguments more tersely. For example, the tile in Figure 1(d) has the
lokwise olor sequene yellow-green-green-red-red-yellow, whih will be abbreviated
as yggrry.
3.1 Wire Subpuzzles
Wires of the iruit are simulated by the subpuzzles WIRE, MOVE, COPY, and CROSS.
To simulate simple vertial wires, the WIRE subpuzzle is used. The original version of
Holzer and Holzer [HH04℄ is presented in Figure 5. It is easy to see that both tiles have two
possible orientations for eah input olor. We modify this subpuzzle as shown in Figure 6,
inserting a new Rond at position x. Without this tile, the possible olor sequenes for the
edges of tile x joint with a and b are rr, ry, yr, and yy if the input olor is blue, and are bb,
by, yb, and yy if the input olor is red. However, sine the new tile x does not ontain the
olor yellow, the solutions are xed with, respetively, bb and rr at the joint edges of tile x
with a and b, and we obtain unique solutions for both input olors.
IN
OUT
(a) In: true
IN
OUT
(b) In: false
IN
a
b
OUT
() Sheme
Figure 5: Original subpuzzle WIRE, see [HH04℄
To build longer wires, several WIRE subpuzzles are onneted. Note that this WIRE
subpuzzle has height two. This fores all other subpuzzles to have even height, beause
they must be onneted by WIRE subpuzzles.
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IN
OUT
(a) In: true
IN
OUT
(b) In: false
x
IN
a
b
OUT
() Sheme
Figure 6: Modied subpuzzle WIRE
By the MOVE subpuzzle the iruit's wires an be moved one position to the left or one
position to the right. We disuss a move to the right in detail and mention that a move to
the left an be handled analogously. The original version of Holzer and Holzer [HH04℄ is
shown in Figure 7, and our modied subpuzzle is shown in Figure 8.
In the original MOVE subpuzzle, tiles a and i are marked beause they have two orienta-
tions for the solutions shown in Figure 7. Note, however, that in addition to the ambiguity
aused by tiles a and i, there does exist still another solution for eah input olor. In parti-
ular, if the input olor is blue then one an simply swap the olors red and yellow to obtain
another solution, and if the input olor is red then tiles b and d an be rotated by 60 and
all other tiles by 240 degrees in lokwise diretion.
We x the solution by inserting tiles x and y. First, onsider the ase that the input
olor is blue. It is lear that the edge of tile e joint with tile x must be blue, and sine the
edges of tiles x joint with tiles b and f must have the same olor, the orientation of tile x
is xed. This xes also the orientation of all other tiles exept a and i. The orientation of
tile a is xed with red at the edge joint with x. Tile y xes the orientation of tile i, sine it
does not ontain the olor sequene byy, but the olor sequene byr for the edges joint with
tiles g, h, and i. The ase of red being the input olor an be handled similarly.
IN
OUT
(a) In: true
IN
OUT
(b) In: false
c
IN
a
b
d
e
f
h
i
OUT
g
() Sheme
Figure 7: Original subpuzzle MOVE, see [HH04℄
The COPY subpuzzle is used to split a wire into two opies. Its original version
from [HH04℄ is shown in Figure 9, and the modied version is shown in Figure 10. In its
original version, tiles a through i are a move to the right, merged with a move to the left
onsisting of tiles a through d and tiles i through m. To obtain a unique solution, we insert
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IN
OUT
(a) In: true
IN
OUT
(b) In: false
c
IN
a
b
d
x
e
f
h
i
OUT
g
y
() Sheme
Figure 8: Modied subpuzzle MOVE
the same tiles x and y as for the MOVE subpuzzle. By the same argument as above, this
xes the orientation of all other tiles, exept tile m. But inserting tile z, whih is of the
same type as tile y, also xes the orientation of m. Thus, the solution for this subpuzzle is
also unique for both input olors.
OUT
IN
OUT
(a) In: true
OUT
IN
OUT
(b) In: false
k
j
l
m
OUT
i
IN
a
b
c
d
e
g
h
OUT
f
() Sheme
Figure 9: Original subpuzzle COPY, see [HH04℄
OUT
IN
OUT
(a) In: true
OUT
IN
OUT
(b) In: false
k
z
j
l
m
OUT
i
IN
a
b
c
x
d
e
g
h
OUT
f
y
() Sheme
Figure 10: Modied subpuzzle COPY
To realize wire rossings, Holzer and Holzer [HH04℄ used a iruit onstrution onsisting
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of AND and NOT gates that is based on Goldshlager's proedure [Gol77℄ and MColl's
ross-over gadget [MC81℄. This approah was also taken in a preliminary version of this
paper [BR07℄. As mentioned above, however, we here simplify the onstrution by simulating
wire rossings diretly. To this end, we introdue a new Tantrix
TM
subpuzzle alled CROSS,
whih is presented in Figure 11. This subpuzzle has two inputs and two outputs, where the
left output will be the same as the right input and vie versa.
Just as all our modied subpuzzles, our novel CROSS subpuzzle has unique solutions
for eah ombination of possible input olors. To analyze this subpuzzle, we subdivide it
into three dierent parts. The lower part onsists of tiles a through k, and the upper part
of tiles l through t.
Let us onsider the upper part of the CROSS subpuzzle rst. Tiles l through o form the
left output. Sine tile j does not ontain green, the input olor to this part will be either
blue or yellow. If the input olor is blue, all tiles must have vertial blue lines, and sine tile
o does not ontain yellow lines, the orientation of all tiles is xed with green at the joint
edges of, respetively, tiles o and n, tiles n and m, and tiles m and l. The ase of yellow
being the input olor for this part an be handled similarly and yields the output olor red.
The right output onsists of tiles p through t. Here, the input olors red, blue, and yellow
are possible, where yellow and red both lead to output olor red. Sine tile s ontains no red
lines, we obtain unique solutions for all possible ombinations of input olors, by a similar
argument as for the left output.
We now turn to the more ompliated lower part of this subpuzzle. Tiles a, b, and c
move the left input olor to the joint edge of tiles b and g. Regarding tiles a, b, and c, there
are two possible solutions for eah input olor. The possible olor sequenes for the edges
of tiles c and b joint with tile g are by and br for input olor blue, and are ry and rb for
input olor red. Sine g ontains exatly one of these olor sequenes for eah input olor,
the orientation of tiles a, b, and c is xed, and the input olor is passed on to the joint edge
of tiles b and g. The same argument applies to the right input, whih onsists of tiles d,
e, f , and h, sine they are mirror-symmetrial. If both inputs are blue, the orientations of
tiles g and h is xed by tiles b, c, e, and f , respetively. Both g and h will have yellow at
their edges joint with tile i, whih leads to red at the edges of tile i joint with tiles j and k,
respetively, and the orientation of all tiles in the lower part is xed.
The onnetions between the lower and the upper part are the joint edges of tiles j
and l and of tiles k and p, respetively. These edges are both blue if both input olors are
blue. Now onsider the ase that both input olors are red. The possible olors for the
joint edges of tiles g and h with tile i are red and blue. Clearly, it is not possible that they
both are blue. Furthermore, it is not possible that the joint edge of tiles g and i is blue,
sine in this ase the joint edge of tiles j and l would have to be red, whih is not possible
beause l does not ontain red. For the same reason it is not possible that the joint edges
of tiles g and h with i are both red, so the only possible solution is that the joint edge
of tiles g and i is red and that the joint edge of tiles h and i is blue. This also uniquely
determines the orientation of tiles j and k with yellow at the joint edge of tiles j and l and
red at the joint edge of tiles k and p. The ases that one input is red and the other one is
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blue an be handled by similar arguments to show that we then have unique solutions as well.
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Figure 11: Subpuzzle CROSS
3.2 Gate Subpuzzles
The gates of the boolean iruit are simulated by the orresponding AND and NOT sub-
puzzles.
The original version of the NOT subpuzzle from [HH04℄ is presented in Figure 12, and
our new version is shown in Figure 13. The purpose of this subpuzzle is to negate the
input olor, i.e., if the input olor is red then the output olor will be blue, and vie versa.
In the original subpuzzle, there is only one possible solution to the three Ronds e, f ,
and g: Sine tiles c, b, and f do not ontain green, the joint edge of tiles e and g must be
green, whih fores the joint edge of tiles g and f to be yellow. So the orientation of tiles
e, f , and g is xed, with red at the edges joint with tiles b and c, respetively. There are
only two possible orientations left for the tiles b and c, one for input olor blue and one for
input olor red. The only tiles still having more than one possible orientation are a and d.
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Figure 12: Original subpuzzle NOT, see [HH04℄
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Figure 13: Modied subpuzzle NOT
They will be xed by inserting tiles x and y. The possible olor sequenes for the edges
of tiles a and b joint with tile x are yy or ry if the input olor is blue, and they are bb or
yb if the input olor is red. Tile x, however, ontains only the sequenes yy and bb, so the
orientation is xed. Note that tiles c and d behave just like a WIRE subpuzzle and sine
the orientation of tile c is xed with red at the edge joint with tile e, we insert a Rond at
position y ontaining the olor sequene yy but none of the sequenes yb and yr. With
these two new tiles, unique solutions are enfored for eah input olor.
The somewhat more ompliated AND subpuzzle is shown in Figure 14 in its original
version from [HH04℄, while Figure 15 presents our modied version.
This subpuzzle an again be subdivided into two dierent parts, an upper part and a
lower part that are onneted at the joint edge of tiles c and j.
First, we onsider the upper part of the modied AND subpuzzle. We show that its
output olor is red if the joint edge of tiles j and c is yellow, and that its output olor is
blue if this edge is blue. Note that, just as for the NOT subpuzzle, the Ronds o, p, and q
have only one possible orientation, thus foring the edges of tiles n and m joint with tile o
to be yellow. If the input to this part of the subpuzzle is blue then tiles j and k must have
a vertial blue line, and sine the edges of tile l joint with j and k annot be blue, tiles l, m,
and n must have vertial blue lines, too. Sine the edges of tiles n and m joint with tile o
13
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Figure 14: Original subpuzzle AND, see [HH04℄
are yellow, the orientation of all other tiles is uniquely determined in the upper part. The
ase of yellow being the input olor for the upper part an be handeld similarly: Without
any modiation, we have unique solutions for the upper part of the subpuzzle.
Now we onsider the lower part of this subpuzzle. For eah ombination of input olors,
tiles a and d (whih are adjaent to the input tiles of the AND subpuzzle) and tiles h and i
(having only one onneting edge to the rest of the original AND subpuzzle in Figure 14) eah
have two possible orientations. Examining all possible olor sequenes for eah ombination
of possible input olors, tiles x and y an be determined as shown in Figure 15 to x the
orientation of tiles a and h and of tiles d and i, respetively.
Then, the input olor is passed on to the joint edge of tiles b and c, and to the joint edge
of tiles e and f . Tile g in the enter of the subpuzzle has again two possible orientations
for eah ombination of input olors. Note that our modiations made so farnamely,
inserting new tiles into the subpuzzlesdo not work here, as it is not possible to insert a
new tile in the neighborhood of tile g, and thus we have to replae it. As we have seen in
the analysis of the upper part, the olor yellow of tile j is only used for the edge joint with
tile c. We will replae the olor yellow of both tiles with the olor green. This is possible,
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Figure 15: Modied subpuzzle AND
beause the joint edge of tiles c and b will never be yellow, and tile g will be replaed by a
new one. To do this, we onsider all possible olors at the edges of tiles c and f joint with
tile g, with the restrition that the joint edge of tiles c and j must be either blue or green.
If the right input olor is blue then the joint edge of tiles f and g an be either blue or
yellow, and if the right input olor is red then this edge an be either red or yellow. For the
left input, the joint edge of tiles c and g must be red if the input is red, beause then the
joint edge of tiles c and j annot be red.
If both inputs are blue then the output olor of the lower part must be blue as well, and
then the joint edge of tiles c and g is green. If only the left input is blue, the output olor of
the lower part must be green, and the joint edge of tiles c and g is blue. This leads to the
following restritions for tile g:
1. If the input olors are both blue then g must ontain exatly one of the olor sequenes
gxb or gxy, where x stands for an arbitrary olor.
2. If the right input olor is red and the left input olor is blue, g must ontain either
bxr or bxy.
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3. If the right input olor is blue and and the left input olor is red then the possible
olor sequenes for g are either rxb or rxy.
4. For the last ombination of both input olors being red, tile g must ontain either rxr
or rxy.
In our modied AND subpuzzle, we insert a Sint instead of a Rond, whih ontains eah
of the olor sequenes gxb, bxr, rxb, and rxr exatly one. This leads to unique solutions
for the lower part and thus for the whole subpuzzle, for eah possible ombination of input
olors.
3.3 Input and Output Subpuzzles
The variables of the boolean iruit are represented by the subpuzzle BOOL. Holzer and
Holzer [HH04℄ showed that this subpuzzle has only two solutions, one with output olor
blue and the other one with output olor red. This output olor orresponds to the boolean
value of the orresponding input variable, where blue stands for the truth value true, and
red stands for false. The restrition that yellow and green are not possible as output olors
for this subpuzzle, ensures that the following subpuzzles will always have a valid input
olor, namely blue or red.
The last subpuzzle needed to simulate a boolean iruit is the subpuzzle TEST. It is
plaed at the output gate of the iruit, and its purpose is to verify that the iruit evalutes
to true. Holzer and Holzer [HH04℄ mention that this subpuzzle has only one valid solution
with blue as the input olor. This ensures that the output of the whole iruit will be true
if and only if the Tantrix
TM
puzzle onstruted has a solution. Like the original subpuzzle
BOOL, the original TEST subpuzzle already has a unique solution, so it is not modied.
These two subpuzzles are the only ones from [HH04℄ that are not modied. For the sake
of ompleteness, they are presented in Figure 16.
OUT
(a) BOOL Out: true
OUT
(b) BOOL Out: false
IN
() TEST
Figure 16: Subpuzzles BOOL and TEST, see [HH04℄
The shapes of our modied subpuzzles have hanged slightly, so it might be possible that
unintended interations between two neighboring subpuzzles do our. However, as noted
by Holzer and Holzer [HH04℄, the minimal horizontal distane between two wires and/or
16
gates is at least four, and this is still enough to prevent any unintended interations between
our modied subpuzzles.
3.4 Proof of Theorem 3.1
We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.1. Let SAT denote the satisability problem.
Lemma 3.2 SAT parsimoniously redues to Ciruit∧,¬-SAT.
Proof. Note that the problems SAT and Ciruit-SAT (whih is the same as Ciruit∧,¬-SAT
exept with OR gates allowed as well) are equivalent under parsimonious redutions [Pap94℄.
Sine OR gates an be expressed by AND and NOT gates without hanging the number of
solutions, this gives a parsimonious redution from SAT to Ciruit∧,¬-SAT. ❑
Now, the parsimonious redution from SAT to TRP immediately follows from Lemma 3.2
and the onstrution and the arguments presented in Setions 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3. That is, by
our modiations, for eah satisfying assignment to the iruit there is exatly one solution
to the Tantrix
TM
puzzle onstruted.
4 The Unique Tantrix
TM
Rotation Puzzle Problem is DP-
Complete under Randomized Redutions
Valiant and Vazirani introdued randomized polynomial-time redutions in their work show-
ing that NP is as easy as deteting unique solutions [VV86℄. We will use ≤pran to de-
note their type of redutions. In partiular, Valiant and Vazirani [VV86℄ proved that
Unique-SAT, the unique version of SAT, is ≤pran -omplete in DP (see also Chang, Kadin,
and Rohatgi [CKR95℄).
Theorem 4.1 1. Unique-SAT parsimoniously redues to Unique-TRP.
2. Unique-TRP is DP-omplete under ≤pran -redutions.
Proof. To prove the rst part, note that by Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 3.1, we obtain
a parsimonious redution from SAT to TRP. It follows that Unique-SAT parsimoniously
redues to Unique-TRP.
The seond part follows from the rst part and Valiant and Vazirani's above-mentioned
result that Unique-SAT is ≤pran -omplete in DP, and from the obvious fat that Unique-TRP
is in DP. ❑
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